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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is aimed at discussing the relevance of the theory of reference frames 

in mathematical psychology in understanding the differences between biological and 

engiu(»eiiiig control systems. As an example, the problem of human posture control is 

discussed via the use of a simphfied model. The head, upper torso, and the upper legs 

are lepreseiited as straight links with point masses attached to their mid points. The 

fact- thai; a. child first learns to balance head with his mother's help, then the hip while 

sitting, and then the knee is taken into account in this representation. If the problem 

of th(^ control of the head is Pi, the head and the upper torso is P2 and everything 

abo\-e tlie knee is P^, it is contended that the solution of P2 is a natural extension 

of t h(̂  solution of Pi and the solution of P3 is a natural extension of the solution of 

P2. Sul:)sequently each problem is considered individually. At each stage, control laws 

for torque are written in terms of position, velocity and acceleration variables. Our 

t,b( ory leads to a natural solution which is consistent with everyday observations of 

how a ciiild masters i)osture control. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Biological systems are the most ubiquitous and are the most complicated systems 

to be s(H>ii around. From bygone ages, mankind tended to mimic the physical acts 

uiade b\' these systems upto a certain extent. Some such examples resulted through 

these manouvers are the airplane and the submarine. 

Th(^ importance of understanding how the brain perceives and responds to various 

siguals transmitted through sensory nerves is immensely clear. The most interesting 

h^alure is that the biological systems are adept at fault tolerance, adaptation, learning 

and extrapolation and many other capabilities which still only exist in the imagina

tion of designers of engineering systems. For example, the human brain is capable of 

analysing a complex problem by breaking it down into smaller segments it is familiar 

with and can tackle effectively. However, engineering systems do not have this capa

bility. Ill particular, control problems are in general solved by considering the system 

as a whol(^ and in a single stage. It is abundantly clear that all systems, specially the 

more complex ones, cannot be solved in this manner efficiently. There is a lot to be 

gleau(Hl from studying biological systems. How do they do what they do with such 

eas(^? This area of expertise has not been researched to any great depth in the past. 

.Vu investigation into biological systems will be tremendously useful for all interested 

in the control of engineering systems. 

\U)\\ does the brain carry out its functions, and how can this functionality be 
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adapted to endow engineering systems with intelligence? There have been two ap-

])roa(lies in mimicing the brain, one at the micro level and the other in the macro 

hn-el. i i i e first attempts to emulate the functioning of the brain in the micro level 

was caiiied out by the neural network community. Both neurologists and computer 

scient ist-s duplicated the cellular structure of the brain extensively. At the macro 

hivel, i\\oyo have been attempts to study and deploy the methodology used by the 

brain in cognition and perception. Perhaps the most relevant question in this regard 

is how does the brain represent objects and events in the ambient world. 

('oguitive psychologists (see e.g., [1], [2], [3]) argue that the brain represents com-

l)lex objects by breaking them down to smaller segments which it can comprehend 

easily Leyton goes further (see e.g., [1]) and argues that the brain represents the 

outside \v(^iid as a collection of machines, and each machine is related to one or more 

sini[)ler machines. As an example let us consider a sentence. Taken as a whole, a 

l(Hig s(Mitence is a complex machine associated with its own dynamics. It is closely 

related with individual phrases it contains. Also, phrases are understood because we 

haA'e learned the words it is made of and their meanings. Isn't this how a toddler 

h^arns to s[)ea]\:? First, it enunciates a few disjointed words, then it joins the words 

t.ogedici in phrases and then only begins to speak in complete sentences. Our engi-

e(>iing syst(Mns can be thought of as toddlers constricted to speaking in full sentences iie<> 

from t,li(̂  outset. This approach of breaking down problems is present in all aspects 

of liumaii and l;)iological actions; cognition, perception, learning, and control. This 

bieiarchical approach has not been used widely in control systems. We hasten to 
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mention here that there are parallel applications in communication theory and nu

merical analysis (wavelet analysis and multigrid methods, respectively), where this 

hieraichical approach to problem solving has already been mastered. 

In tliis thesis, we have considered the process by which a baby learns how to walk. 

F'iisl. it learns how to control of its head, then the h(^ad and the upper torso (when it 

is silting down on the floor), then from the knee upwards when it learns to crawl and 

iinally h^arns to walk. It can be argued that what the baby learned when balancing 

the head was used in all subsequent development. When the baby learned how to walk 

h(̂  also learned how to control the head better. It is a continuous process of learning 

w]i(M(> one us(;s the expertise gained previously to facilitate the next actions required. 

This is i)otentially a very powerful methodology for the building of control systems. 

We liaA'c j)reseiited an example how this methodology can be used by considering the 

wa,\ a l:)aby learns to locomote. We have consider(;d the body to have four major 

joints, the neck, the hip, the knee, and the heel. For purposes of simplicity we have 

aiialys(Hl the point in time upto which the baby learns to crawl, i.e., when it gains 

control of the neck, the hip and the knee joints. In this manner, we have emmulated 

a hierarchical approach to problem solving. In the first step, the simplest problem is 

sohcd; and in the second step, the solution from the first level is used as a starting 

l)()int foi' the solution of the second problem, and the first solution is modified and 

imprcned upon and so on. 

('jiapter II consists of a discussion of the mathematical background and the theory 

of referenc(> frames in cognition from the viewpoint of Michael Leyton's work in [1. 2, 



3]. (M,c. Th(! cognition of geometric figures will be examined as an illustrative example. 

In ( 'ha])t,(M; III, we considered the human posture control problem and modelled it 

wilh I IK; \'iew point of reference frames and used it as an example to demonstrate 

some leatures that must be incorporated into any control design scheme that will 

resp(Mt the reference frames hierarchy. We will go on to propose one such control 

sch(Hn(\ We present the results of the simulation of a multi-link pendulum. Some 

concluding remarks will be given in Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER II 

LEYTON'S VIEW OF THE THEORY OF REFERENCE FRAMES 

2.1 Mathematical Background: Principal Fiber Bundles 

I'll is is a notion which arose in physics in order to discuss the invariants of physical 

laA\s under a change of coordinates. General theory of relativity and unified field 

t.heories make heavy use of this idea. Mathematical definitions are given first, and 

some examples are given afterwards to illustrate the ideas. 

A luincipal fiber bundle is a collection {M, G, E, TT, {Ua, (pajaeA } where, 

.\J is ;\n ?7-dimensional smooth manifold, G is an m-dimensional Lie group, E is an 

// -I- ///-dimensional smooth manifold provided with a right group action G x E -^ E, 

•K : E AI is a smooth map such that TT {X} is G invariant for each x G AL 

{[/,, },,f A î  1̂1 open covering of M, and $« : TT ^f'a ^ Ua x G are diff'eomorphisms 

such that the diagram 

— ] /TT \ V—*V.fl _ 1 
J-/ / / \ >. ^ 7r-\Ua) 

Ua X G > Ua X G 

commutes for all a e A and all h G G. 

Die Lie group G is called the structure group, E is called the total space, and AI 

is calli^d the base space of the principle fiber bundle. Often the collection {UQ. ipajaeA 

is clear from the context and a principal fiber bundle is denoted by E{AI. G) (see e.g.. 

1101) 
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Below, we give several examples of principle fiber bundles to illustrate the idea. 

Thev are arranged in an increasing order of complexity. 

Example 2.1.1. This is perhaps the simplest of all principal fiber bundles, illustrat-

vriAj how to represent W and all cordinate frames of it as a wholesome. This is an 

I'xdiivplc of a trivial principal fiber bundle. 

M = DTI 

G = GL{n,^.j, 

E = W xG, 

TT : E —^ AI] 7r{:(\g) = x. 

Pcrluvps it will help the reader to think of the copy of G in E as representing matrices 

who.Hc columns form bases of W' and the group G acting on it as representing coor-

div.atc transformations. In more complex sitiations there is not a cannonical way to 

cnibcd G it I, the total space E. 

Example 2.1.2. Let Ad be an n-dimensional manifold, andTM is its tangent bundle. 

For p G AI let Flp denote set of bases ofTpM. Let E = Up^MEp. and let TT : E ^ M 

be ilic projection along fibers, i.e., 7r(i;) = p if v G Ep. Now GL(n,M) acts on E on 

the right as {v,g) —> v.g where v is a frame in TpAI and v.g is the frame obtained 

after ilic cord/mate transformation g applied to v. Tins principal fiber bundle LS called 

th( Jrii/nw bundle of AL 

«ci»nKE*r.;.'.v.:a:.. 



Example 2.1.3. Let M be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold, i.e., there is an 

injur product on each tangent space and it varies smoothly over M. Let Ep be the 

space of orthonormal frames of TpM for each p e AL. Let E = Up^M^p and let 

IT : E —• M be the projection along fibers. Now 0(n,M) acts on E on the right via 

lis act/on on orthonorm,al frames, thus TT : E -^ AI is a principal fiber bundle with 

struct lire group 0{n, 

2.1.1 Reduction of the principal fiber bundles 

Let /F :£•--> M be a principal fiber bundle with structure group G. Let F C E 

be a submanifold such that 7r(F) = M and let / / C G be a Lie subgroup. Then, 

7T : F • ;\ / is called a reduction with structure group H if Fp is H invariant and H 

acts t ransitively on Fl for all p ^ M. 

Example 2.1.4. In example 2.1.1 if we take orthonormal frames to construct F, 

then TT : F —^ R" is an 0(7i,E) reduction of TT : E pn 

Siiiiilarly if AI is a R/iemannian mo,nifold, then example 2.1.3 is an 0 ( n , R ) reduction 

of example 2.1.2. Intuitively the idea of a reduction is that we limit bases to a nicer 

subset of all possible bases. 

7 



2M.2 Leyton's View of the Theory of Reference Frames 

In a series of landmark papers [1, 2, 3], Michael Leyton questioned the classical 

not ion of a human cognitive system perceived of as a computer delegated with the task 

ot carrying out computations about sorrounding objects. His proposal was to replace 

this notion by that of cognitive representation of the outside world as consisting of 

(lyiKunical systems. He defined the cognition of a stimulus set as the description of 

the latt(!r as a dynamical system. 

Perhai)s the simplest example to illustrate this point is to consider a geometric 

objeci, e.g., a ])arallelogram. Classical viewpoint would say that our cognitive system 

would form an image of a parallelogram. Let us think a bit harder about how we think 

of a paiallelogram. We are very aware (almost unconciously) that a parallelogram will 

remain a parallelogram under rotations, translations and certain other deformations. 

To (>x])lain this awareness classical notion would require us to mentally carry out 

t,hes(̂  tia.nsformations, i.e.. the cognitive system does the computations, and test 

and s(M̂  whether the transformed parallelogram matches up with a new geometric 

figure. In contrast, Leyton's theory says our cognitive representation of parallelograms 

consists of a state-space of parallelograms and transformations which act upon it. 

This viewpoint obviates the need for a cognitive system to carrv out computations 

to mat( h obj(Mts. Instead, the natural symmetries of objects under consideraticm are 

.Htori'i! in together with the objects in our cognitive representation. 

A ciucial aspect of the cognitive representation is the notion of r(̂ f(̂ r(mc(> frames. 

iM'en tliough the notion of references has an old history in psyt:hology, L(^yton seems 

8 
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to 1)(̂  th(^ first person to mathematically define this notion. Each dynamical system 

in the outside world is associated with several levels of simpler versions of it. For 

cxami)le, a sentence is associated with a certain set of rules (i.e., dynamics). In 

linguistics phrases are at a simpler level than sentences, and the rules they have to 

ohry aue sim])ler than those for sentences. Theory of reference frames states that in 

cognitive representation each dynamical system is associated with a set of simpler 

dyiiamic:al systems, which in turn are associated with even simpler ones and so forth. 

To kee]) things simple in this section let us keep our discussion restricted to a very 

simpl(> class of dynamical systems; those of group actions. Thus we have an object 

represented as : 

a stat(vspace which is a manifold M 

an input-space which is a Lie group G 

its dynamics : 

GxM -^ M, 

a l(>ft action oi" the group G on M. 

L<>t us rei)resent this object as (G,M). A reference frame for the object would be 

another dynamical system (H,N) where N is a submanifold of M and H is a subgroup 

of (;. 

To illustrate this let us consider the cognitive representation of parallelogram 

objects. The description below is a bit more complex than Leyton's description, but 

is similar in spirit. The state-space in our cognitive representation is an abstract 

s[)ace M. However we can describe the manifold structure of M as follows. Take a 

9 
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l)arallclograni and identify it as a point in R^ x M̂  x R^ by choosing a vertex and 

two v(>cl,()rs representing the sides meeting at the vertex. Any nearby point can be 

identiH(xl with a nearby point in R^ x R^ x R^. This now sets up local coordinates on 

th(^ manifold M. Input group of the parallelograms representation is GL(2,R) x R^ 

^ '̂hi(•h acts by 'translating" a parallelogram and "deforming" it in an obvious way 

in accordance with its action on R^. Thus we have the cognitive representation of 

paiallelogranis 

(GL(2,R) X R 2 ) X M ^ M . 

To motivate th(; discussion of reference frames let us ask ourselves the following 

(juestion. If we were asked to draw a parallelogram which of the parallelograms in 

Figure 2.1 would be closest to ours? 

(c) 

Figure 2.1: Parallelograms 

It is our contention that chances are very high that it would be (c). Thus, evcu-

hougli \vr know parallelograms in general we hav(̂  a "preference" to those that iie 

10 
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tlai."' Such parallelograms are cognitively represented as a dynamical system, 

G x T V ^ Â  

wh(n<> A' is a submanifold of M, and G = H x R^, where H is the group of "shears" 

on R'-̂ . Thus parallelograms that he "flat" form a reference frame to all parallograms 

in oui cognitive representation. In fact, this "referencing" can be carried out further 

to get icctangle and square objects with their associated dynamics. 

We will discuss the perception of geometric figures here. For the sake of simplicity, 

we will disregard translations of objects and changes in area of planar geometric figures 

in I his context. Thus, we will fix the center of the R^ at the center of the mass of the 

figmc we are interested in. 

Let F' --• set of all parallelograms centered at the origin of R'"̂  SL{2, R) acts on E via 

pointwise mappings, i.e., let p C R^ be a parallelogram and let g G 5'L(2,R). Then 

(j,p — { g(:r)\x G P} is the parallelogram obtained via the action of g. Here we take 

M :^ (O.oc), and let 

7T : E --* AI. TT(P) = area of P. It can be seen that E{M,SL{2.R)) is a principal 

hbei bundle with structure group S'L(2,R). Thus the set of all parallelograms has 

t,h(̂  si ructure of the principal fiber bundle. Now consider all parallelogram with one 

a, a 
liori/ontal side. Let us denote this set by Fi. Let Gi = 

R\{o} 
\ 

0 i 
c\ G a G 

11 
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Not<> that 

a a 

0 i 
a 

1 

0 

= 

a 

0 

(2.1) 

Horizontal hues are mapped onto horizontal fines (possibly displaced). Therefore, Gi 

acts on F] on the left. Let TT : Fi ^ M be 7r(P) = area of P . Then it is easily verified 

thai 7i : F] -^ AI is a Gi reduction of the bundle TT : E ^ Ad. 

a a 
Similarly, Let G2 = \ 

0 i 
a 

and let F\> be the space of rec 

a G R \ { o } . > 

angles. Then TT : F2 -^ M is a G2 reductions of 

Tt : Fj --̂  1I/ and also TT : E ^ M. Similarly let G = id and F3 be the space of 

squares. Tlien TT : F3 -^ M is an z<i reduction. Thus, we have, 

^ F2 ^ Fi. 

Ĝ i 

M-

H. F 

S'L(2,R) 

•^ M 

Levtoirs theory [1] suggests that the perceptual organization of geometric figures 

is arranged in a form similar to what is shown in th(^ figure. Each succeeding bundle 

describes objects which are perceived with reference to objects in the bundle to the 

lefi. In g(uieral, each event in the ambient world is perceptually organized in the 

form. 

12 
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E:C ^ E2 

-^ Mn 

H. El. 

Gi 

Mr 

^ Eo 

GQ , 

-^ Mo 

reference reference reference 

WIMMC Ei{G, Mi) is a principal fiber bundle representing a "machine." Thus, Ley-

ton snggest.s that learning is a process of moving to the right in this sequence and 

coiripr(>heusi{m is the process of moving to the left. 

In general, one can think of a cognitive representation of an object as a represen-

talion of it as a control system and a reference frame for the cognitive representation 

as a control sj^stem derived from the original one by restricting the input and the 

stat(!-sj)ac(^ appropriately. 

13 
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CHAPTER III 

PROBLEM OF HUMAN POSTURE CONTROL 

We will consider the cognitive representation of the human posture control prob-

l(Mii and investigate what can be learned from the manner in which the brain solves 

it in this chapter. We will try to simplify the problem so that the workings of the 

1)iain can be understood without losing the essential flavor of the problem. Control 

of the human posture above the knee will be considered while considering the neck 

and hi}) joints to have two degrees of freedom and substituting one leg to represent 

the tAAo. The muscle groups at each joints will be modelled as actuators capable of 

exerting a moment in any direction and also with instantaneous reaction capabilities. 

A schematic representation of the human posture control problem is shown in Fig. 

;').l. 

As was indicated earlier the knee and heel joints have been omitted for simplicity. 

The head, the upper torso and the upper legs have been represented by point masses 

at t he mid points of the respective links. Thus, the configuration space for the 

l)()stur(! control problems is T"̂ , the .3-dimensional torus, and the state-space is TT^, 

the t,ang(;nt; bundle of it. Let us denote this problem by P3. 

It has been observed that a child first learns to balance the head, then the hip, 

and then the knee. The configuration for these balancing problems are S'^ T"̂  and T^ 

iesp(Htively. Our contention here is that the cognitive representation of the posture 

CO iitrol probh^m on T^ has as a reference frame a posture control problem in T'' (call 

14 
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T2 ^ H i p 

Fixed Contact 

Figure 3.1: Schematic Representation 

this / ' . ) , which in turn has a reference frame with configuration space S^ (call this 

Pj). and the solution of P3 ought to be a natural extention of the solution of P2 which 

in im [1 ought to be an extention of the solution of Pi. 

Now, let us formulate problem Pi: 

L(̂ t ( ?](0- yi{l)) denote the location of the neck joint with respect to fixed hor-

izojital and vertical axes. Let us take ^1, the angle of inclination of link 1 to the 

ve eiiicai direction, as the generahzed coordinate. Then, 

h(̂  kinetic energy of the head is 

1 
Ti - -mi[xl + yl + lle'l + 2/1^1 (.ri cosOi - 7)1 sniO,)]. 

15 
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Tli(> potential energy is 

Vi = {yi + /] cosei)mig. 

riic generalized force is equal to TI. 

TlKMcidre. from Euler-Lagrange equations we get, 

Oi — —^ sinOi — — cosQiXi — — sinOiiji -f -̂  TI. 
'1 li li " iimi 

(3.1) 

At a v(>ry early stage, an infant learns to solve (3.1), first when Xi{t) and ^i(^) 

are constants (nominally at zero), and then while they are varying with time as his 

mo I hei- gains more confidence in his abilities and let him balance his head while she 

is moving. Thus he masters a control law 

ri{t) = a i ( ( 9 i , ^ i , x i , i / i , t ) . (3.2) 

in order to stabilize (3.1) at 9i{t) = 0 (and at nearby points). It would be easy to 

write down a candidate for a i , but that is not very relevant to our point here. But 

what is important is to note that this stabilization is possible only after an almost 

t;aiicellation of .7) and i/i terms. Thus, the controlled Pi problem will only contain 

small magnitude 6̂ 2,̂ 2 and 62 terms. 

Let us now formulate the problem P2: 

Reference frames theory suggests that we ought to formulate this in such a wa>' 

that th(̂  solution of P[ is made use of in solving P2. Observe that due to the nature of 

th(> solution of P], the dynamical equations for P2 will have an ''almost'' block lower 

triangular structure. Thus, the stabihzation of P2 reduces to stabihzing its diagonal 

16 
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block, derived by keeping ^i at zero. Thus, the role of ri reduces to keeping the head 

ve] I icallv up. Thus, 

th(» kinetic energy is 

F2 ^ ->{'tf'\+m2){xl + yl) + (2mi-l-m2)^2/2(i2C0.s(6'2)-?/25zn(6'2) + | (4mi+m2)/2^2. 

and the potential energy is 

12 ~ n{{rn.y -f- ni2)y2 4- (2mi 4- m2)l2Cos62 + mih]. 

Generalized force is equal to T2. 

linis, from Euler-Lagrange equations we obtain, 

(). 
g 2mi + m2 ^ . . 
]--(-. )sin{e2) 
I2 imi + m2 

1 2mi + rn,2w.. ^ .. . n \ (o o\ 
- ( - )(j;2Cos6'2 - 2/2-S'm6'2) (3.3) 
I2 4mi + rn2 

+ 1 

(4?72i -f rn2)l 
27-2-

.As before, while sitting up first, and while crawling afterward, he learns to stabilize 

(3. )) using a control law of the form. 

T2 = (^2{02,02,X2AJ2,t). (3.4) 

Formulation of problem P3: 

Again we observe that the nature of the solutions of Pi and P2 are so as to make 

ih( i]- dynamics decoupled from the motion of the upper legs. Thus, the controlled 

e qiiations will ha,ve a lower triangular structure once again, thus rendering it onlv 

necr\ssaiy to stabihze the diagonal block in the remaining part of P3. This block is 

deiived by k(M5ping 9\ and 62 at zero and deriving equations. 

Note thai ri and T2 will not enter into the picture. Thus we ha\'e. 

17 
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the kitKtic energy is equal to, 

F; = |(4'mi +4m2 + m3)/i(92, 

and the potential energy is equal to, 

\ 'A •-- g[{2m.y -\- 2m,2 + m3)lscos9s -f (2mi -f m2)/2 + mili]. 

Oen<Mali/e(l force is equal to T-;^. 

Vrom .E^uh^i-Lagrange equations we derive. 

•• .(/ 2 m i + 2/722 + r?7.3 ^ ^ , 
(h =̂  r\A : jcosOs + 

/3 4/774 + 4/712 + ^ '3 

1 

(4/71] -I- 4/77,2 + ^s)*^! 
rs- (3.5) 

.Vt this stage the child learns to stabilize (3.5) using a control law. 

7"3 = «3(6'3,6'3). (3.6) 

We liav(̂  shown that if the reference frame theory is used to solve the human 

posture control problem, the solution is obtained in a very different manner to classical 

and modern control design methodologies. The control law governing the control of a 

baby's head while it is held in the mother's arms needs to have acceleration feedback 

as a n(M(>ssar\̂  component. (It is likely that there is a time lag when this measurement 

is <l()]ie and tiiis has to be taken into consideration in a detailed analysis. Modeling 

this delay as a transducer with transfer function : ^ j - is in accordance with standard 

practic(\ and small gain theorems can be employed to give a rigorous proof of stability 

in this cas(\) The hip balancing problem can be examined in a similar manner. We 

ha,v(̂  shown how the solutions in reference frames 1 and 2 helped to solve the overall 

inohhnn. This solution can undoubtably be improved further with more experience 

but these are challenges to be faced in the future. 

18 
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3.1 Simulation Results 

Ti> illustrati(> this approach we include below some simulation results for a two 

s(\L'inent pendulum with controls at both joints. Each link is considered as a seperate 

sul)system. Simulations were carried out using the Simuhnk package. The model 

US(M1 liei(> is the problem P2 discussed in the human posture control problem. 

H('H\ the top link 5*1 consists of a link of two meters in length with a mass of 

orû  kg concentrated at its center, and the bottom link 52 is a link one meter in 

hnigth with a cencentrated mass of one kg at its end. Control laws employed cancel 

out all .r, and .'/':, terms and make the subsystems feedback linearized. In order to 

model Auy computational delay in the feedback loop we take velocity and acceleration 

m(^;isurements of .c, with a 0.1 second transmission delay. 

Figure .3.3 ilustrates the simulation results. Note that the control torque for the 

ui>j)(̂ ] link is much smaller in comparision with the lower one, as it ought to be in 

aii\ r(>alistic situation. This is in view of the fact that the control law only ask for 

the upcr link to "take care" of its own dynamics. 

A simulink block diagram and simulation results are displayed below. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

Our aim in this work was to point out that thinking along the lines of the theory 

of reference frames bring some new insight into the problem of demistifying how hu

man Ixings and animals control limb movements. Admittedly, it does not produce 

an>' new algorithms, but it indicates new guidelines for coming up with such algo

rithms. It is clear that this line of thinking will only produce a crude solution to 

a COUIKU ])roblem comparable to the unsteady walk of an infant, and undoubtedly 

much mo]-e S(jphisticated processing takes place after generating an initial solution. 

Unfortunately, the theory does not answer the question of how one may go about 

understanding this post-processing process. What natural structures are there to fa-

(ilitai(> such processing, i.e., go down the ladder of reference frame^s rather than going 

up as in here, is a challenging research problem. 

21 
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